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Abstract

A relational probability tree (RPT) is a type of decision
tree that can be used for probabilistic classification of
instances with a relational structure. Each leaf of an RPT
contains a probability model that determines for each class
the probability that an instance belongs to that class. The
only kind of probability models that have been used in RPTs
so far are multinomial probability distributions.

In this paper we show how to integrate a more complex
kind of probability models based on the concept of combin-
ing rules (such as noisy-or) into RPTs. We introduce two
learning algorithms for such RPTs and experimentally com-
pare these algorithms to the learning algorithm for standard
RPTs. The experiments indicate that the use of probability
models based on combining rules does not significantly in-
fluence the quality of the probability estimates of the RPTs.
We perform additional experiments to investigate the reason
for this result. The main conclusion is that probability mod-
els based on combining rules are useful but do not have an
added value when aggregates are used in the internal nodes
(as in standard RPTs).

Keywords: probability trees, relational probabilistic clas-

sifiers, combining rules

1 Introduction

In classification one is interested in finding a classifier
that predicts the class of a new instance. Probabilistic
classification is a variant of this setting in which the
classifier predicts a probability distribution on the set
of classes. In other words, for each class the classifier
returns the probability that the instance belongs to that
class (the probabilities should add up to one). Examples
of probabilistic classifiers are probability trees (also
called probability estimation trees) [20] and Bayesian
classifiers such as naive Bayes [10].

In the standard classification setting one classifies
a new instance based only on information about the
instance itself. In relational classification [18] one uses
in addition also information about other entities that
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are related to the instance/entity that needs to be
classified. For example, to predict whether a movie will
be a blockbuster, we can use not only attributes of the
movie itself (such as its language), but also attributes
of the actors who appear in the movie (such as their
popularity) and of the studio that produced the movie
(such as its budget). As is common in the literature
on relational learning, we refer to the standard, non-
relational setting as the propositional setting.

In this paper we consider the problem of rela-
tional probabilistic classification. Most existing rela-
tional probabilistic classifiers can be seen as ‘upgrades’
of propositional probabilistic classifiers. Examples of
such upgrades are relational or first-order naive Bayes
[18, 9] and relational probability trees [17]. In this paper
we focus on the latter.

Probability trees [20] are decision trees in which
each leaf contains a probability model that determines
for each class the probability that an instance belongs
to that class. The only kind of probability models that
have been used so far in relational probability trees are
multinomial probability distributions [17]. The goal of
this paper is to investigate whether it is possible to
obtain more accurate probability estimates by using
a more complex kind of probability models, based on
the concept of combining rules (such as noisy-or). We
explain the motivation behind this approach in more
detail later (§3).

The contributions of this paper are three-fold.
First, we show, from the perspective of representation,
how to incorporate combining rules into the leaves of
relational probability trees (§4). Second, we develop
two algorithms for learning such trees from data by ex-
tending the existing learning algorithm (§5). Third, we
perform experiments on synthetic and five real-world
relational datasets to evaluate our new learning algo-
rithms (§6). The experiments show that our learning
algorithms do not significantly outperform the existing
learning algorithm. We perform additional experiments
to clarify the reason for this result. While this result
is essentially negative, we provide some arguments for
why it is useful (§7).

In this paper we consider only two-class problems.
This is because we use the concept of combining rules,
and the most common combining rules are not appli-



cable when there are more than two classes (see §2.3).
We also assume that all attributes are discrete. In the
system that we use in this paper, continuous attributes
are automatically discretized (see §6.1).

2 Relational Probabilistic Classification

We now first provide some necessary background on
(relational) probabilistic classification.

2.1 Two-class Probabilistic Classification In
general, a probabilistic classifier returns a probability
distribution on the set of classes. Since we consider
two-class problems, it is actually sufficient if the classi-
fier returns the probability p that the instance is in the
first class; it then follows that the probability that it is
in the other class is 1-p. For convenience we refer to
the class for which the classifier returns the probability
as the ‘positive’ class. Formally, we define a probabilis-
tic classifier as a function that maps each instance to a
number in the interval [0, 1] which represents the prob-
ability that the instance is in the positive class. For the
kind of classifiers that we use in this paper, which of the
two classes is chosen as the positive one is arbitrary and
has no influence on which classifiers we can or cannot
represent and learn (see Appendix B).

2.2 The Need to Deal with Multisets in Re-

lational Learning In relational classification, an in-
stance/entity E is classified using not only attributes of
E itself, but also of related entities. In this work, we
use entities that are directly related to E through a rela-
tionship in the relational schema, as well as entities that
are related to E through a chain of multiple relation-
ships. We refer to attributes of entities that are related
to E (directly or through a chain) in a one-to-many or
many-to-many way as relational features. We refer to all
other attributes as propositional features, this includes
attributes of E itself, and attributes of entities related
to E in a one-to-one way. Consider again the exam-
ple of predicting whether a movie will be a blockbuster.
The language of a movie is a propositional feature of the
movie, whereas the popularity of the actors appearing in
the movie is a relational feature (since the ‘appears in’
relation between actors and movies is many-to-many).

When using relational features we generally obtain
multisets of attribute values.1 Consider for example
a movie with one popular, one moderately popular
and two unpopular actors. The relational feature

1In a multiset each element can occur multiple times. The
number of occurrences of an element is called its multiplicity. The
cardinality of a multiset is the sum of the multiplicities of all its
elements.

‘popularity of actors’ has the following multiset of
values for this movie: {pop, mod pop, unpop, unpop}.
Relational classifiers need some way of dealing with
the fact that relational features have multisets of values
rather than a single value as propositional features do.
Existing relational probabilistic systems deal with this
in one of two ways: by means of combining rules or by
means of aggregates.

2.3 First Approach: Combining Rules The idea
behind combining rules is the principle of independence
of causal influence [16]. In terms of our running
example this means that we let each actor in a movie
independently have its own influence on the probability
that the movie is a blockbuster (first step) and then
somehow combine all these influences to obtain a final
probability estimate (second step). We now explain this
in more detail.

1) In the first step we determine for each actor the
probability that the movie will be a blockbuster be-
cause of (the popularity of) that actor only. Sup-
pose that an actor causes a movie to be a block-
buster with probability 0.9 if the actor is popular,
0.5 if (s)he is only moderately popular, and 0.2 if
(s)he is unpopular. These three probabilities are
parameters of our classifier. If we have a movie
with one popular, one moderately popular and two
unpopular actors, then we get probabilities 0.9, 0.5,
0.2 and 0.2 respectively that the movie will be a
blockbuster.

In more technical terms, the parameters tell us how
to map a multiset of values for a relational feature,
such as {pop, mod pop, unpop, unpop}, to a multiset
of probabilities P that the instance is in the positive
class, such as {0.9, 0.5, 0.2, 0.2}.

2) In the second step we need to combine the influ-
ences of each of the actors. In technical terms,
we need to map the multiset of probabilities P
obtained in the first step to a single estimate of
the probability that the instance is in the positive
class. We can do this by applying a combining rule
to P . A combining rule is a function that maps
multisets of probabilities to single probabilities [11].
The most commonly used combining rules in rela-
tional systems are mean, noisy-and and noisy-or

[11, 16]. They are defined as follows.

mean(P) =
1

|P|

∑

p∈P

p(2.1)

noisy-and(P) =
∏

p∈P

p(2.2)



noisy-or(P) = 1−
∏

p∈P

(1 − p)(2.3)

In our example, if we use mean as the combining
rule then our final prediction is that the movie will
be a blockbuster with probability (0.9+0.5+0.2+
0.2)/4=0.45.

Above we considered a single relational feature. To
deal with multiple relational features, combining rules
can be nested [16, 11]. We discuss this further in §7.1.

So far we only considered two-class problems. In
the multi-class case, noisy-or and noisy-and are not
applicable anymore2 and mean seems to be the only
combining rule that is often used [16]. This lack of a
variety of combining rules for multi-class problems is
the main reason why we focus on two-class problems in
this paper.

2.4 Second Approach: Aggregates An alterna-
tive way of dealing with relational features and the re-
sulting multisets is to use aggregates. In terms of our
running example, the idea is to consider the joint influ-
ence of all actors on the probability that a movie will
be a blockbuster (instead of letting each actor have its
own independent influence, as in the previous section).

An aggregate function is a function that maps a
multiset of values to a single value [17]. An example
is mode, which returns the most frequently occurring
element in the multiset. For example, mode maps
the multiset {pop, mod pop, unpop, unpop} to the value
unpop. Note that the output of mode is of the same
type as the elements in the multiset. An example
of an aggregate function for which the output is of a
different type is count (which maps a multiset to its
cardinality).

By applying an aggregate function, we turn a
relational feature that takes a multiset as value into a
feature that has a single value for each instance. Such
a feature is essentially a propositional feature and can
directly be used in a propositional probabilistic classifier
such as naive Bayes or a probability tree. This is in
essence the idea behind relational Bayesian classifiers
[18] and relational probability trees [17].

3 Motivation

In this section we provide the motivation for the ap-
proach that we propose in this paper.

2Generalizations have been developed for the multi-class case,
but their use is limited since they require that the class attribute
is graded (i.e. that there exists an order on the set of classes) [5].

3.1 Towards an Integration of Combining Rules

and Aggregates To the best of our knowledge, there
does not exist any system that can learn classifiers (or
other models) that contain both combining rules and
aggregates. On the one hand, there are systems that
learn classifiers with combining rules (e.g. [16, 11]), but
a weakness of such systems is that they cannot di-
rectly describe the joint influence of related entities,
concretely they cannot represent dependencies of the
class attribute on an aggregate of a relational feature.
On the other hand, there are other systems that make
use of aggregates (e.g. [17, 23]), but they cannot rep-
resent independent influences, for example they cannot
represent noisy-or dependencies. Relational probability
trees (RPTs) [17] belong to the latter category.

Motivated by the observation that RPTs cannot
deal properly with independent influences, we developed
an approach to integrate combining rules into RPTs.
This can be seen as a first step towards an integration
of combining rules and aggregates.

3.2 Decision Trees with Complex Models in

the Leaves Above we explained our motivation for
integrating combining rules into RPTs. Below we give
the motivation for how we carried out this integration.

Using a decision tree, a prediction for a new instance
is made by sorting the instance down the tree to the
appropriate leaf, and returning the prediction specified
by that leaf. Hence, how accurate a tree is depends
not only on how ‘correct’ the tree structure is, but also
on how the predictions in the leaves are made. An
approach that has repeatedly been proven successful in
the machine learning literature is to take a standard
decision tree system and extend it with the capacity to
use a more sophisticated (‘complex’) kind of leaves.

• In a probability tree, each leaf contains a proba-
bility (or in the multi-class case a multinomial dis-
tribution). For all instances that are sorted down
to the same leaf, the same probability is predicted.
Kohavi [13] proposed to put in each leaf of a propo-
sitional probability tree not simply a probability
but a naive Bayes classifier. Hence instances in
the same leaf can get different, more refined prob-
ability estimates. These naive Bayes trees often
outperform trees that have ‘constant’ probability
estimates in the leaves.

• In a regression tree, each leaf contains a numerical
value. Several authors have proposed to instead
put in each leaf a regression model (e.g. linear
regression), such that instances in the same leaf
can get more refined regression estimates. The
resulting model trees are quite popular in the field



of regression (see Vens and Blockeel [24] for an
overview) and often outperform regression trees
with ‘constant’ values in the leaves.

The success of these approaches suggests a promising
way of integrating combining rules into RPTs: instead
of having a constant probability estimate in each leaf,
we allow a leaf to contain a more complex probability
model that contains combining rules. Hence we can
represent independent influences, which is not possible
with standard RPTs.

4 Relational Probability Trees with

Combination Models

In this section we explain our approach from the per-
spective of representation. We discuss learning in the
next section.

Before we introduce our approach of RPTs with
combining rules in the leaves, we first briefly discuss
standard RPTs (without combining rules). We use
the implementation of RPTs that is part of the Tilde

system [23, 8].

4.1 Relational Probability Trees An RPT is a
decision tree in which each internal node contains
a boolean test, and each leaf contains a probability
estimate. Since all tests are boolean, RPTs are binary
trees. When a test in an internal node succeeds, the
left branch is taken, otherwise the right branch. An
example of an RPT is given in Figure 1 (left).

A test in an internal node of an RPT can refer to a
propositional feature or a relational feature. A test on a
propositional feature simply checks whether this feature
equals a given value (e.g. the root node in Figure 1). For
tests on relational features we use aggregates. Given
a relational feature and the corresponding multiset of
values V , an aggregate test can be used in one of the
following ways.

a) We apply an aggregate function on the multiset V
and perform a test on the result. As aggregate
functions we allow count and mode. When using
count, we check whether the cardinality of the
multiset is greater than a given threshold (e.g. we
check whether there are more than three actors in
a movie).3 The possible thresholds are determined

3This kind of test is also useful when we have data about
related entities of type T but do not know any attributes of T . For
example, if we know which actors appear in a movie but do not
know anything else about these actors (such as their popularity),
then we can use the identifier of actors as a relational feature and
use a test on the count of all actors in the movie. In the RPT
implementation of Neville et al. [17], such tests are called degree

tests.

Language = ‘English’

mode(Actor.Popularity) = ‘pop’

0.8 0.3

0.1

combination model

Relational feature:

Actor.Popularity

Parameters:

‘pop’ 7→ 0.9
‘mod pop’ 7→ 0.5
‘unpop’ 7→ 0.2

Comb. rule:

noisy-or

Figure 1: A relational probability tree that returns the
probability that a movie will be a blockbuster (left), and
an example of a combination model that can be put in
a leaf instead of a constant probability estimate (right).

using minimal entropy discretization [7]. When
using mode, we check whether the most frequently
occurring value in the multiset is equal to a given
value (e.g. the test in the internal node below the
root in Figure 1). We use the convention that if the
multiset V is empty then a mode test fails.

b) Alternatively, we can select from the multiset V all
occurrences that are equal to a given value, then ap-
ply an aggregate function and perform a test on the
result. We can use count as the aggregate func-
tion and check whether the cardinality is greater
than a given threshold (e.g. we check whether there
are more than three popular actors in a movie).
Note the difference with the above use of count:
here we count the number of occurrences of a given
value, while above we used the total cardinality of
the multiset (counting popular actors versus count-
ing all actors).
We do not allow mode as an aggregate function
in this case since this is useless (all selected oc-
currences are of the same value, so this value will
always be the mode).

4.2 Relational Probability Trees with Combi-

nation Models in the Leaves We already discussed
(and motivated) the essence of our approach in §3.2: in-
stead of having a constant probability estimate in each
leaf, we allow a leaf to contain a more complex proba-
bility model that is based on combining rules. Let us
now explain this in more detail.

We explained in §2.3 how combining rules are used
in relational probabilistic classifiers: 1) we collect the
multiset of all values for some relational feature, 2) we
map this to a multiset P of probabilities by means of
a set of parameters, 3) we map this multiset P to a



single probability estimate by means of a combining
rule. This shows that to use a combining rule, we
need three components: 1) a relational feature f , 2)
a corresponding set of parameters θ̄ (which specify for
each possible value of f to which probability that value
should be mapped), 3) a combining rule r itself. We
refer to such a triple (f, θ̄, r) as a combination model.
An example of a combination model is given in Figure 1
(right).

Note that the output of a combination model is an
estimate of the probability that an instance belongs to
the positive class. Hence it is possible to use a com-
bination model as the probability model in a leaf of
an RPT (instead of using a constant probability esti-
mate as in standard RPTs). We refer to this approach
as relational probability trees with combination

models. Of course, a constant probability estimate
might sometimes be more appropriate than a combina-
tion model, so in our approach we can have combination
models in some of the leaves and constant probability
estimates in the other leaves.

The way in which we use combining rules is rela-
tively simple: each combination model makes use of one
relational feature and one combining rule. We discuss
the motivation for this choice in §7.1.

4.3 Possible Combination Models As combining
rules we allow mean, noisy-or and noisy-and as de-
fined by Equations 2.1 to 2.3. There are two possible
ways of using these combining rules in a combination
model inside a leaf. These two ways essentially corre-
spond in a one-to-one manner to the two different ways
of using an aggregate in a test inside an internal node
(recall §4.1). Concretely, given a relational feature and
the corresponding multiset of values V , the following
options are allowed.

a) We use parameters θ̄ to map this multiset V to a
multiset of probabilities P and then use a combin-
ing rule to map P to a single probability estimate.
This can be done as illustrated in §2.3.

b) Alternatively, we can select from the multiset V all
occurrences that are equal to a given value, then
use a single parameter θ to map all these occur-
rences to a multiset of probabilities P and then use
a combining rule to map P to a single probabil-
ity estimate. For example, we could select all the
occurrences of the value pop (popular), map each
of them to an occurrence of θ in P and then ap-
ply noisy-and to P . The resulting estimate of the
probability that the movie will be a blockbuster is
then θn, with n the number of popular actors in
the movie (see Equation 2.2). If we instead use

noisy-or, then the estimate is 1 − (1 − θ)n (see
Equation 2.3).
We do not allow mean as a combining rule in this
case since this would be useless (this would be
equivalent to simply using θ as a constant prob-
ability estimate since P only contains occurrences
of θ anyway).

For option a) the number of parameters required by the
combination model is equal to the number of different
values that the relational feature can take plus one (we
need one parameter for each value, plus one parameter
to deal with empty multisets, see below). On the other
hand, for option b) the required number of parameters is
only two (we need one parameter θ to map the selected
value to a probability, plus one parameter to deal with
empty multisets).

The equations that define the combining rules
(Equations 2.1 to 2.3) do not specify what happens with
an instance for which the multiset of probabilities P is
empty. An empty multiset occurs when the instance
does not have any related entities of the type consid-
ered by the given relational feature (for example, a na-
ture documentary might not have any actors). We deal
with empty multisets as follows.

• Each combination model that uses mean as a
combining rule contains an extra parameter called
the empty set probability for that combination
model. Whenever we get an empty multiset for
this combination model, we return this probability.

• For combination models that use noisy-or and
noisy-and we could in principle use the same ap-
proach. However, a more common approach in the
literature on noisy-or is to use an extra param-
eter that specifies the leak probability [19]. In our
terminology, this approach boils down to always
adding one occurrence of the leak probability to the
multiset of probabilities (regardless of whether it
was empty or not), such that the resulting multiset
P is guaranteed non-empty and the equations for
noisy-or and noisy-and can be applied as such.4

5 Learning Relational Probability Trees with

Combination Models

To learn an RPT, we need a dataset of examples. Each
example is an instance labelled with a class. To assess
the quality of the RPTs during the learning process we

4From a logical perspective, the leak probability of a noisy-or

or noisy-and combining rule is the probability that its output is
true when all its inputs are false [19].



use the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC).5 BIC is
a general criterion for evaluating probabilistic models
[22]. The BIC score of a probabilistic classifier on a
dataset is defined as

(5.4) CLL−
logN

2
d,

where CLL is the conditional log-likelihood of the
classifier on the dataset [10], N is the total number
of examples, and d is the number of independent
parameters of the classifier that need to be estimated
from the data.

Below we first briefly review the standard learning
algorithm for RPTs without combination models. Then
we explain how to learn the combination model in
a given leaf. Next we introduce two algorithms for
learning RPTs with combination models in the leaves.

5.1 Learning Relational Probability Trees

RPTs (without combination models) can be learned us-
ing the standard approach of top-down construction of
the tree followed by postpruning. In the first step, we
top-down construct a tree. We first determine the best
test to put in the root node: from all possible tests
we select the one which yields the largest improvement
in BIC score (for RPTs with constant probability esti-
mates in all leaves this is the test with the highest in-
formation gain). The set of possible tests is as specified
in §4.1. Once we found the best test, it is used to parti-
tion the dataset into two subsets. The same procedure
is repeated recursively on these subsets to learn the left
and right subtree. When no more tests are found with
non-zero information gain, the process stops and a leaf
is created. The constant probability estimate in the leaf
is determined as the Laplace-corrected [20] fraction of
training examples in the leaf that belong to the positive
class.

In the second step, we postprune the constructed
tree. We visit all internal nodes of the tree in a bottom-
up order. For each visited node, we compute the BIC
score of the subtree rooted in this node, and the BIC
score that would be obtained if this subtree would
be collapsed into a leaf. If the latter is higher, this
subtree is indeed collapsed into a leaf, otherwise it is
left unchanged.

5.2 Learning the Combination Model in a Leaf

Suppose that we are given the set of examples that were
sorted down to a particular leaf of an RPT. Below we

5In the RPT implementation of Neville et al. [17] randomiza-
tion tests are used instead of BIC but this is computationally
much more expensive.

show how to learn the best combination model for that
leaf.

Recall that a combination model consists of a
relational feature, a set of parameters and a combining
rule. The set of all possible combination models is
determined by the specification given in §4.3. For each
possible combination model we know which relational
feature and combining rule it uses and which parameters
it requires, but we do not know the optimal values
of these parameters. These values can be learned
from data: estimating the parameters of a mean,
noisy-or or noisy-and model is a standard learning
problem which has already been solved in various ways
[12, 25, 16]. We use an algorithm based on Expectation
Maximization [16, 25], see Appendix A for details. The
output of this algorithm for a given combination model
is the set of learned parameters plus the resulting BIC
score of that combination model.

To determine the best combination model for a
leaf, we loop over all possible combination models,
computing for each model the BIC score as explained
above. We then consider the combination model with
the highest BIC score. If this BIC score is higher than
that of a constant probability estimate for the leaf, then
we use this combination model, otherwise we simply use
the constant probability estimate.

5.3 Learning Relational Probability Trees with

Combination Models We now introduce two learning
algorithms for RPTs with combination models in the
leaves. We do this by extending the learning algorithm
for standard RPTs given earlier (§5.1).

In the first learning algorithm we take the sim-
plest possible approach to learning RPTs with combina-
tion models. The algorithm consists of three steps. In
the first step, we top-down construct a tree in exactly
the same way as for standard RPTs (§5.1). In the sec-
ond step, we visit all the leaves of the constructed tree
and for each leaf we learn the best combination model
(as in §5.2). In the third step, we postprune the tree.
This postpruning step is the same as for standard RPTs
(§5.1) except for one difference: when we collapse the
subtree rooted in some internal node into a single leaf,
we do not simply use a constant probability estimate in
this leaf but instead learn the best combination model
for that leaf (again as in §5.2).

The above learning algorithm is naive in the sense
that it does not take into account combination mod-
els while constructing the ‘unpruned’ tree. The conse-
quence is that the choice of the best test for an internal
node might be suboptimal. This is because the test that
gives the best partition when only constant probability
estimates are used in the leaves is not necessarily the



same as the test that is best when combination mod-
els are used. For instance, if some relational feature f
is correlated with the class attribute, the above algo-
rithm might choose a test on f as the best test, while
it might be better to test on another feature and put f
in a combination model in the leaves. We refer to the
above algorithm as CombNaive.

Our second learning algorithm is not susceptible
to this problem of a suboptimal selection of tests but is
computationally more expensive. This second algorithm
consists of two steps. In the first step we top-down
construct a tree. To determine the best test to put in
an internal node we now take into account combination
models. Concretely, we still select the test that yields
that largest improvement in BIC score, but to compute
the BIC score of a test in a node we now use the best
combination model for the left leaf (instead of simply
using a constant probability estimate) and similar for
the right leaf. This removes CombNaive’s problem of a
suboptimal selection of tests, but it implies that for each
candidate test in each internal node, we have to run the
algorithm for learning combination models twice (for
the left and right subtree), which is computationally
more expensive. In the second step we postprune the
tree in exactly the same way as in CombNaive. We
refer to this second algorithm as Comb.

Recall from §3.2 that our approach is related to
that of naive Bayes trees (for propositional probabilistic
classification) and model trees (for regression). The
learning algorithm for naive Bayes trees [13] essentially
follows the approach of Comb for selecting the best
test in an internal node. For model trees there exists
algorithms that also follow this approach (e.g. Retis) as
well as algorithms that follow the more naive approach
of CombNaive (e.g. M5), see Vens and Blockeel [24]
for an overview.

6 Experiments

In the previous section we introduced two new algo-
rithms for learning RPTs with combination models. In
this section we empirically evaluate these algorithms.

6.1 Experimental Setup We perform experiments
on five real-world datasets: ‘Biodegradability’ (328
examples, see http://www-ai.ijs.si/∼ilpnet2/apps/),
‘Cora’ (865 examples) [14], ‘Financial’ (234
examples) [1], ‘Gene’ (1230 examples, see
http://www.cs.wisc.edu/∼dpage/kddcup2001/) and
‘UW-CSE’ (1725 examples) [21]. These datasets are
all standard benchmarks in the field of relational
classification (‘Biodegradability’ is an ILP benchmark).
For the first four datasets, the task is to predict the
value of a binary attribute. For the ‘UW-CSE’ dataset,

the task is so-called link prediction (concretely, to
predict whether a given professor is the advisor of a
given graduate student).

For each dataset we perform five-fold cross-
validation, assigning examples to folds such that no rela-
tional information is shared between different folds. The
Tilde system that we use discretizes all continuous at-
tributes by means of minimal entropy discretization [2]
(this happens for each fold in the cross-validation sep-
arately, using only the training data of the considered
fold to find the optimal thresholds).

As measures of the quality of the probability esti-
mates of the learned RPTs we use root mean squared
error (RMSE) [3], conditional log-likelihood (CLL) [10],
and area under the ROC curve (AUC) [20, 3]. All our
main conclusions are the same in terms of these three
measures, so for brevity we only report RMSE (RMSE is
indeed known to correlate well with AUC and especially
CLL [3]). RMSE is computed with the usual formula

(6.5)

√

1

N

(

∑

e∈E+

(1 − p̂(e))2 +
∑

e∈E−

p̂(e)2
)

,

where E+ (respectively E−) is the set of positive
(respectively negative) examples, p̂(e) is the predicted
probability (of being positive) for example e, and N is
the total number of examples (i.e., N = |E+|+ |E−|).

As a measure of the size of the learned RPTs we
use the number of leaves (this is equal to the number of
internal nodes plus one since RPTs are binary).

To assess the significance of differences between
the algorithms, we use two-tailed paired t-tests (with
p = 0.05). We refer to the standard RPT learning
algorithm (without combination models) as NoComb.

6.2 Main Experimental Results Table 1 gives
some characteristics of the RPTs learned by the differ-
ent algorithms: tree size and percentage of leaves that
contain a combination model (the other leaves contain
a constant probability estimate). The tree size is very
similar for all algorithms (none of the differences are sig-
nificant). The percentage of leaves with a combination
model is on average 8% for Comb and 3% for Comb-

Naive. This is surprisingly low, apparently combina-
tion models are almost never used. Upon manual in-
spection, we found that the trees learned by Comb and
CombNaive are in fact very similar to those learned by
NoComb.

Table 2 gives the predictive error (RMSE) for the
different learning algorithms. Since the trees learned
by the different algorithms are very similar also their
predictive performance is very similar. Indeed, the
differences between the three algorithms are almost



Table 1: Number of leaves of the learned trees (between
brackets: percentage of leaves that contain a combina-
tion model).

NoComb Comb CombNaive

Biodegr. 14.0 17.2 (4%) 13.8 (2%)
Cora 16.2 15.2 (18%) 15.4 (8%)
Financial 6.4 6.4 (0%) 6.4 (0%)
Gene 36.8 35.2 (3%) 36.6 (1%)
UW-CSE 9.0 9.0 (10%) 9.0 (3%)

Table 2: RMSE (when an algorithm performs signifi-
cantly worse than NoComb, this is indicated by “•”;
the opposite never occurs).

NoComb Comb CombNaive

Biodegr. 0.447 0.453 0.447
Cora 0.261 0.274 • 0.260
Financial 0.232 0.232 0.232
Gene 0.328 0.330 0.328
UW-CSE 0.330 0.333 0.332

never significant (the only exception is on ‘Cora’, where
Comb performs significantly worse than the two other
algorithms). In other words: the predictive performance
of the learning algorithms with combination models is
never better than for the standard learning algorithm.

6.3 Detailed Analysis of the Results The above
is a somewhat surprising result. To gain more insight
into this result, we now analyze it in more detail
by answering four questions that successively come to
mind.

The Use of Combination Models. Above we ob-
served that the leaves in the trees learned by Comb and
CombNaive very often contain constant probability es-
timates. The first question that comes to mind is why
the learning algorithms almost never add combination
models to the leaves.

Recall that Comb and CombNaive try out a con-
stant probability estimate and all possible combination
models for a leaf, and choose the option with the high-
est BIC score (§5.2). The BIC score of an RPT (Equa-
tion 5.4) can be decomposed into a sum with one term
for each leaf l.

(6.6)
∑

l

CLL(l)−
logN

2
dl

The first term, CLL(l), measures how well the proba-
bility model in l fits the training examples in l. The
second term is a penalty for the complexity of the prob-
ability model in l and is proportional to the number of
parameters dl of the probability model in l.

The CLL is often higher for the best combination
model than for a constant probability estimate because
combination models have more parameters that are
learned from data (at least two, recall §4.3) and can
hence often fit the data better. However, for this
same reason also the complexity penalty is higher for
a combination model than for a constant probability
estimate. Hence there is a trade-off. We observed that
the increase in CLL due to using a combination model
(instead of a constant probability estimate) almost never
outweighs the corresponding increase in the complexity
penalty. Hence the BIC score of the best combination
model is often lower (worse) than that of a constant
probability estimate. This is why combination models
are almost never added to the leaves.

Influence of the Complexity Penalty for Combi-

nation Models. In the machine learning literature, it
has been observed repeatedly that BIC sometimes over-
penalizes complex models: because complexity penalties
are high, only (too) simple models are learned [6, 4].
Is this the reason why the BIC score of the best com-
bination model is often lower than that of a constant
probability estimate? In other words: can we get better
results if we penalize combination models less severely?

To answer this question, we performed an exper-
iment in which we gradually decreased the BIC com-
plexity penalty for combination models. We did this in
such a way that the penalty for constant probability es-
timates stays the same.6 The results of this experiment
are similar on all datasets, see Figure 2 for the results on
the ‘Gene’ dataset. Figure 2 (top) shows that when we
decrease the penalty for combination models, the size
of the learned trees stays roughly the same, but more
and more leaves contain combination models. Figure 2
(bottom) shows the influence on the predictive perfor-
mance (RMSE): the more combination models are used
in the leaves, the better the performance on the train-
ing data but the worse on the test data. This suggests
overfitting. To summarize: when the complexity penalty
is decreased, more combination models are used, but this
does not improve predictive performance (on test data).

With the complexity penalty of the original (non-
discounted) BIC score, combination models are almost
never used in the learned trees. Given that combination

6This is achieved by using in Equation 6.6 not dl but 1+γ(dl−

1), with γ a discount factor ∈ [0, 1]. Because dl=1 for constant
probability estimates, their penalty is not influenced by γ.
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Figure 2: Influence of the complexity penalty for combi-
nation models on RMSE and number of leaves. (Results
for CombNaive are not shown, they follow the same
trends as the results for Comb.)

models are more complex but apparently do not per-
form better than constant probability estimates, this
behaviour is justified: Occam’s razor tells us not to
complicate models unless it improves performance [6].
Hence, we stick to the non-discounted BIC score for the
rest of this paper. (As an alternative to the BIC score,
we also performed experiments with the Akaike Infor-
mation Criterion [6] and with the use of a separate val-
idation set instead of a complexity penalty but neither
gives better results than the BIC score.)

Influence of the Use of Aggregates. Above we
found that including combination models does not im-
prove predictive performance. Why is this? Combina-
tion models provide a way of using relational features.
However, relational features can also be used by aggre-
gate tests in internal nodes. This leads to the question

Table 3: Number of leaves when using Comb and
CombNaive without aggregate tests (between brackets:
percentage of leaves that contain a combination model).
For ease of comparison we also show the results for
NoComb as already given in Table 1.

Comb CombNaive

NoComb no aggr. no aggr.
Biodegr. 14.0 4.0 (88%) 4.0 (91%)
Cora 16.2 5.2 (87%) 5.2 (85%)
Financial 6.4 3.0 (47%) 1.0 (100%)
Gene 36.8 31.0 (11%) 28.2 (7%)
UW-CSE 9.0 5.6 (33%) 6.0 (26%)

whether the reason why combination models do not im-
prove performance is that they do not have an added
value when aggregates are used as well, or that they are
not useful at all.

To answer this question, we applied our learning
algorithms while disallowing aggregate tests in the
internal nodes (we only allowed tests on propositional
features). The results are in given Table 3 and 4.
The percentage of leaves that contain a combination
model is always significantly higher than when we
used aggregates (e.g. for Comb it is now on average
48% instead of 8%). Apparently the increase in CLL
due to the use of a combination model is now often
so large that it outweighs the corresponding increase
in the complexity penalty. In terms of predictive
performance (RMSE), we see that the results on ‘Cora’
are significantly worse than with aggregates, but on the
four other datasets there are no significant differences.
In other words, on all datasets except ‘Cora’, trees with
combination models but without aggregates perform
equally well as trees with aggregates (with or without
combination models). This shows that when aggregate
tests are not employed, combination models are useful.

Added Value of Combination Models on Top

of Aggregates. The above observations immediately
lead to the question whether there are cases where
combination models improve predictive performance
even when aggregate tests are used.

Some dependencies that can be represented by
RPTs with combination models cannot be represented
by RPTs without combination models (e.g. the noisy-
or dependency in Figure 1). Hence, at least in theory
there should be cases in which combination models im-
prove performance regardless of whether aggregates are
used. As we have already seen, on our five real-world
datasets this never occurred. Hence we performed addi-



Table 4: RMSE when using Comb and CombNaive

without aggregate tests (when an algorithm performs
significantly worse than NoComb, this is indicated by
“•”; the opposite never occurs). We also show the
results for NoComb as already given in Table 2.

Comb CombNaive

NoComb no aggr. no aggr.
Biodegr. 0.447 0.456 0.446
Cora 0.261 0.299 • 0.293 •
Financial 0.232 0.201 0.199
Gene 0.328 0.335 0.334
UW-CSE 0.330 0.316 0.311

tional experiments on synthetic datasets that we gener-
ated by sampling from some simple hand-crafted RPTs
with combination models (including the RPT in Fig-
ure 1). Comb and CombNaive always learned the true
(generating) RPTs, while NoComb of course did not
(the true RPTs cannot be represented without combi-
nation models). Nevertheless, Comb and CombNaive

never significantly outperformed NoComb in terms of
predictive performance. It appears that NoComb used
aggregate tests to construct RPTs that are good ap-
proximations of the true RPTs.

To summarize, from all our (real-world and syn-
thetic) experiments we conclude that combination mod-
els provide a useful way of using relational features, but
they do not have a significant added value when aggre-
gate tests on relational features are used as well.

7 Discussion

7.1 More Complex Combination Models The
combination models used by Comb and CombNaive

are relatively simple: each combination model makes
use of one relational feature and one combining rule
(recall §4.2). Why not use multiple relational features
in a single combination model (so as to improve the
predictive performance)?

An existing approach to deal with multiple rela-
tional features is to nest combining rules [16, 11]. From
the perspective of representation, this could easily be
incorporated in our RPTs. From the perspective of
learning, however, this is problematic because it would
be computationally very expensive. The reason is that
learning a single combination model with multiple rela-
tional features (i.e., with nested combining rules) is rel-
atively expensive, and during top-down construction of
the tree by Comb this needs to be done many times (for
each candidate test in each internal node the best com-
bination model needs to be learned twice, recall §5.3).

In fact, even our current approach of using combination
models with one relational feature is already expensive:
the total running time of our experiments is 0.2 hours
for NoComb but 19.0 hours for Comb. This is mainly
because learning a combination model requires an itera-
tive procedure like Expectation Maximization (or alter-
natively gradient descent) [16]. This contrasts with the
situation in for example naive Bayes trees [13], where
the models in the leaves can be learned very efficiently
(in a single iteration over the data).

To summarize, using multiple relational features in
the combination models would be computationally too
expensive for learning. Hence we do not consider this
further.

7.2 Summary of Results We essentially obtained a
negative result: the two algorithms that we introduced
in this paper do not perform better than the standard
algorithm. We believe that this result is nevertheless
useful because 1) our new algorithms are well-motivated
and seemed a priori promising, 2) we provided some
insight into why they do not improve upon the standard
algorithm. Concretely:

1) Our approach consists of extending relational prob-
ability trees with a more ‘complex’ kind of leaves.
A priori, this approach appeared promising because
it has already repeatedly been successful for other
kinds of trees, namely propositional probability
trees and regression trees (leading to naive Bayes
trees and model trees respectively, recall §3.2).

2) We have shown that combination models in the
leaves are useful but do not have a significant added
value on top of aggregate tests in the internal nodes.

8 Conclusions

A major challenge in relational learning is dealing
with relational features and the multisets of values
that they yield. In state-of-the-art relational systems,
two concepts are being used for this: combining rules
and aggregates. In this paper we made a first step
towards an integration of these two concepts. Starting
from relational probability trees with aggregates in the
internal nodes, we proposed to incorporate combination
models in the leaves, developed two algorithms for
learning such trees, and experimentally compared these
algorithms with the standard learning algorithm.

The conclusion of our experiments is that combi-
nation models in the leaves do not seem to have a sig-
nificant added value when aggregates are already used
in the internal nodes (as in the standard learning al-
gorithm). In contrast, when aggregates are not used,
including combination models does lead to an improve-



ment, but this approach performs slightly worse than
the standard learning algorithm with aggregates.
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A Estimating the Parameters of a Combination

Model

We now explain how we estimate the parameters of the
combination models.

We first need to introduce some notation. Let f
denote the relational feature in the combination model
under consideration. Let DOM denote the domain of
f (i.e. the set of possible values that f can take). If the
combination model is a mean model, let θ0 denote the
empty set probability; if it is a noisy-or or noisy-and



model, let θ0 denote the leak probability (§4.3). Let θv

(with v ∈ DOM) denote the parameter associated to
the value v in the combination model. Let E denote
the set of training examples being used (when learning
the combination model in a particular leaf of an RPT,
E is the set of all training examples that were sorted
down to that leaf). Let V(e) (with e ∈ E) denote the
multiset determined by the feature f for example e. Let
E∅ denote all examples in E for which V(e) is empty,
and let E∗ denote all other examples in E. Let E+

(respectively E+
∅

and E+
∗ ) denote all positive examples

in E (respectively E∅ and E∗). Similarly, we use E−,
E−

∅
and E−

∗ for the negative examples.
Our goal is to estimate the parameters θv (for all v ∈

DOM) and θ0 from the training data E. Below we show
how to do this for mean and noisy-or combination
models. To deal with noisy-and models we exploit
the connection between noisy-or and noisy-and: we
obtain the optimal parameter estimates for noisy-and

on training data E by finding the optimal estimates for
noisy-or on training data in which the labels of all
examples have been switched w.r.t E (positive examples
become negative and vice versa) and then ‘mirroring’
these estimates (θ becomes 1− θ).

The empty set probability θ0 of a mean combina-
tion model can be estimated as follows (note that we
use Laplace correction [20]).

(A.1) θ0 =
|E+

∅
|+ 1

|E∅|+ 2

Estimating the other parameters cannot be done with a
closed formula, instead we use Expectation Maximiza-
tion (EM) [16, 25]. In general, EM is an iterative al-
gorithm where each iteration consists of an E-step and
an M-step. For the learning problem considered here,
the E-step can be written in closed form and can be
merged with the M-step. The resulting algorithm goes
as follows. First we initialize all parameters that need
to be estimated with random values ∈ [0, 1]. Next we
iteratively update the estimates: in each iteration we
compute new estimates for all parameters based on a)
the estimates from the previous iteration, and b) the
training data. For the training data E we only need
to know for each example e ∈ E the class label and
the sufficient statistics, i.e. for all v ∈ DOM we need
to know the number of occurrences of the value v in
the multiset V(e), this number is denoted by Ne

v . The
update-equations used during iteration are the follow-
ing.
For a parameter θv (v ∈ DOM) of a mean combination
model:

(A.2)

θv ←
θv

∑

e∈E+
∗

Ne

v
P

v′∈DOM
Ne

v′
θ

v′

∑

e∈E
+
∗

Ne
v
θv

P

v′∈DOM
Ne

v′
θ

v′
+

∑

e∈E
−

∗

Ne
v
(1−θv)

P

v′∈DOM
Ne

v′
(1−θ

v′ )

For a parameter θv (v ∈ DOM) of a noisy-or combi-
nation model:

(A.3) θv ←

θv

∑

e∈E
+
∗

Ne

v

1−(1−θ0)
Q

v′∈DOM
(1−θ

v′ )
Ne

v′

∑

e∈E∗
Ne

v

For the leak probability θ0 of a noisy-or combination
model:

(A.4) θ0 ←

θ0

∑

e∈E
+
∗

1

1−(1−θ0)
Q

v′∈DOM
(1−θ

v′ )
Ne

v′

|E∗|

Our EM algorithm terminates after 10 iterations
(we observed that convergence is usually achieved in
only a few iterations). We then apply Laplace correction
on the final estimates (by adding 1 to the numerator
and 2 to the denominator of the above equations)
and compute the resulting BIC score (cf. the terms
in Equation 6.6). We execute this entire procedure 5
times, each time with different random initial parameter
estimates (random restarts). We retain the solution
that has the highest BIC score.

B The Choice of the Positive Class

Recall from §2.1 that we always choose one of the two
classes as the ‘positive’ class (the class for which the
probability is predicted). Which of the two classes we
choose is not important: any RPT that can be rep-
resented/learned if we choose the first class as positive,
can also be represented/learned if we choose the second.
Proof sketch: The proof relies on the fact that for
each RPT T1 that uses the first class as positive, there
is an RPT T2 that uses the second class as positive
and that is equivalent to T1. Concretely, given T1

we can obtain an equivalent T2 by adapting the leaves
as follows: each constant probability estimate p in T1

is replaced by a mirrored estimate 1-p in T2, each
mean combination model in T1 is replaced by a mean

combination model with mirrored parameters in T2,
each noisy-or combination model in T1 is replaced
by a noisy-and combination model with mirrored
parameters in T2, and similarly for each noisy-and

combination model (note that noisy-or should be
turned into noisy-and and vice versa because of the
‘1-’ in front of the product in Equation 2.3).


